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Local Currencies typically sprout in hard times

BerkShares experiment
now in third year

by Fred Reed
Photography by Jason Houston

EADERS OF PAPER MONEY ARE IN THE
proverbial "catbird's seat" watching a tide of locally-
issued currencies spreading across the recession-ray-
ged U.S. economy.

According to the news magazines, local note issues have
sprung up in response to an economic malaise once again.

As collectors know, previous economic downturns also
brought forth emergency currencies, including: (1) the Hard
Times Era of the late 1830s; (2) the Civil War inflationary period
beginning in 1862; (3) the financial panics of the early 1870s and
1890s; and of course (4) the Great Depression of the 1930s. In

Above: Illustrator and etcher Michael
McCurdy, Great Barrington, designed
the BerkShare logo above. McCurdy
attended the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston and is renowned for his works
in black and white. His illustrations,
engravings and etchings have appeared
in more than 200 books. He has
taught at the Museum of Fine Arts in
Boston. His scratchboard drawing
"Great Barrington" was produced in
1999. Below: a happy recipient of one
of the first BerkShares and a lollipop.
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Hundreds of local merchants have
signed up to accept the local cur-
rency BerkShares. In two years
more than $2 million has been put
into circulation, equivalent to a per
capita of about $15/person in
Berkshire County, MA.

each of these eras, private, corporate and municipal paper money
issues supplanted bank notes and federal currency issues to some
extent.

The impetus this time mirrors those earlier periods. Local
communities are circulating home-grown cash to boost local markets
and commerce. According to the publication Newsweek, these cur-
rencies can keep an "area economy humming whatever the health of
the country at large." "We can create our own value," explains a
community organizer for one of these new local currencies.

Merchants agree to accept these currencies in exchange, thus
keeping local money circulating in the community. Notes typically
depict local landmarks or personalities, and employ many of the
same security features as Uncle Sam's greenbacks.

One of the most robust of the new breed of notes are the
BerkShares launched in 2006 in Berkshire County, MA. An artist-
designed currency, the notes are convertible to U.S. currency.
Reportedly more than $2 million has been exchanged for Federal
Reserve Notes in the past two years. Notes are converted at the
area's five local banks. About one-tenth that amount is in current
circulation in the area.

"You can get a divorce, plan a funeral and go to just about any
restaurant in town," reports Susan Witt, the co-founder of the non-
profit organization, the E.F. Schumacher Society, behind the cur-
rency issue. The society was named after the author of S1 is
Beautifid: Economics as if People Mattered.

According to the New York Times, BerkShares are a "great
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economic experiment." The educa-
tional E.F. Schumacher Society was
founded in 1980 to promote human-
scale communities and respect for the
natural environment. "Building on a
rich tradition often known as decen-
tralism, the Society initiates practical
measures that lead to community revi-
talization and further the transition
toward an economically and ecologi-
cally sustainable society," according to
the society's website.

In June 2004, the group hosted
a conference on "Local Currencies in
the 21st Century." Keynote speaker
was Margrit Kennedy. "Money can
be made to serve rather than to rule, to be use-oriented -- rather
than profit-oriented--and to create abundance, stability, and sus-
tainabihty," she said. While "money is one of the most ingenious
inventions of mankind," it has "the potential to be the most
destructive or most creative," she added.

"The BerkShares program seeks to foster collaboration
among producers, retail businesses,
non-profit organizations, service
providers and consumers," according
to organizers. "Tt is an attempt to
strengthen the local economy . . .
[and] increase public awareness of the
importance . . . of gaining local eco-
nomic self-sufficiency."

It is not known how many sim-
ilar local currencies exist, but advo-
cates claim the number approaches
one hundred communities. Other
issues have sprung up in Ithaca, NY,
which utilized a labor-hours denomi-
nated barter exchange system since
1991, and other cities from Berkeley,
CA to Atlanta, GA, to Brooklyn, NY,
to Kettle Falls, WA and parts in
between. Typically both currencies
circulate concurrently in their local-
ized regions.

BerkShares were launched
September 29, 2006. BerkShares designer was John Isaacs.
Individual notes were the work of local artists. The notes are
printed by Excelsior Printing Co. on security paper supplied by

BerkShares advocate Susan Witt.

BerkShares designer John Isaacs.
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Above and opposite top: color press
check at Excelsior Printing Co., which
printed the BerkShares on security
paper supplied by Crane & Co.

Crane & Co. Thus far more than 350 local businesses have agreed
to accept BerkShares.

The program is entirely voluntary. Residents put the notes
into circulation by buying quantities at a 10 percent discount, and
spending them at face value with merchants signing up for the pro-
gram. Merchants then pay out the notes in change, purchase sup-
plies from willing venders, pay salaries, or may redeem notes at the
local banks for 90-cents on the dollar. Thus, the ten percent dis-
count is part of the exchange rate to get notes into circulation, not
a profit to any organization.

"The project seeks to assure that a high percentage of each
dollar spent will remain circulating in the community . . . [and]
that new businesses sprouting from the resulting local generation
of wealth will replace imported goods with locally produced
items," organizers contend. A providential byproduct, organizers
contend, is a lessened reliance on carbon-producing vehicles to
ship outside goods into the community.
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Banks participating include BerkShire
Bank (five branches in Great Barrington,
Stockbridge, and West Stockbridge), Lee Bank
(three branches at Great Barrington, Lee, and
Stockbridge), Lenox National Bank in Lenox,
Pittsfield Coop Bank in Great Barrington, and
Salisbury Bank (Egremont and Sheffield
branches).

This was a first for designer John Isaacs.
"I've never designed money before," he noted.
"Basically I design art books and catalogues for
a living, which is one of the most interesting
and rewarding niches in the graphics profes-
sion.

"However, I think my experience in that
field stood me in good stead for this particular
project, because, like designing an art book, it
was essentially an exercise in building reso-
nance and elegance from furnished images and
text, typography and color."

BerkShares promoters are demonstrably proud of their new "baby,"
a press sheet of new BerkShares notes.
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Fresh out of the box. The first shipment of the new

notes arrive, are examined, sorted, and counted.
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New BerkShares currency is stored in

safe deposit boxes awaiting call for cir-

culation.
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ONE BERK SHARE

Bart Elsbach's painting "Reflected

Connections" appears on the hack of

the 1 BerkShare note. The face com-

memorates the local Mohican tribe.
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BerkShares Inc. chose the artist's images. Isaacs called each
one beautiful. "The selection was sufficiently variegated to ensure
a distinct look for each denomination, and yet had a consistency of
tone and character that provide the opportunity for design conti-
nuity throughout the series," he added.

His parameters included: (1) notes to be sized differently
from federal currency; (2) resistant to counterfeiting; (3) that notes
be printed on Crane & Co. security paper by Excelsior Printing
Co.; and (4) "that they have the feel of real currency yet at the
same time be fun and appealing to use."

The graphic designer welcomed his task, calling U.S. paper
money "among the most conservative and least imaginative in the
world." His research included the Euro and its clear modern
typography. Eschewing European fonts such as Helvetica, Univers
and Frutiger, he selected the Gotham family of fonts. "While I
was determined to avoid the aesthetics of federal currency, I didn't
want to make BerkShares feel to foreign either," Isaacs said. "So
the BerkShares concept does to a considerable extent bring togeth-
er many of the basic elements found on dollar bills.

Isaacs described his process: "So the BerkShares concept
does to a considerable extent bring together many of the basic ele-
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FIVE BERKSHARES

Morgan Bulkeley's painting "Bash
Bish Gap" appears on the back of
the 5 BerkShares note. It's face
depicts historian and social reformer
W.E.B. DuBois.
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ments found on dollar bills. I first laid these out in the 'five
BerkShares' denomination: on the front, blocks of graded color
behind the portrait and around the background image, simple diag-
onal hatching with complex color shades, a mix of reversed and col-
ored type, and a variety of emblems and messages; and on the back a
broad landscape, on which I superimposed a feint inverse of the
front portrait. Finally, I embellished the design with lines of minia-
ture motifs that resonated with each portrait."

The lowest denomination depicts a Mohican Native
American. The Mohicans were an Algonquian tribe of the Hudson
River valley that hunted game in the Berkshires. Designer Isaacs
called the single BerkShares bill a "challenge, because the portrait
wasn't a photographic reproduction like the other denominations.
Thus it is the only one of the series printed in color. He calls the
back design a work of "great atmosphere."

Sheffield landscape artist Bart Elsbach's painting is on the
back of the 1 BerkShare note. Born in 1961, Elsbach attended the
Arts Students' League in New York City, and was graduated from
Hamilton College and New York University. He has taught private-
ly and at several academies. Elsbach's work typically is softly tex-
tured and delicately detailed. He finds the Berkshires a constant
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Janet Rickus painting "Turnips on
Table" appears on the back of the 10
BerkShares note. Its face portrays
Robyn Van En.
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source of inspiration. "Only when we realize we are a part of
Nature can Nature teach us," he affirms. His design for the back of
the 1 BerkShare note is based on his 1999 oil canvas "Reflected
Connections," a dramatic interplay of light and dark.

On the 5 BerkShares, Dr. William Edward Burghardt
DuBois is depicted. The historian and social reformer was born in
Great Barrington in 1868. For the five denomination, Isaacs chose
"an antique graphic of a beehive, which I felt was relevant to
DuBois's social achievements," he said.

Mount Washington sculptor and painter Morgan Bulkeley's
work is depicted on the 5 BerkShares note. Born in 1944, he grew
up in the area and received a literature degree from Yale University.
Bulkeley's work frequently portrays the collision of culture with
nature. For years he chaired the Mount Washington Arts Council.
His 5 BerkShares back design presents his large oil painting "Bash
Bish Gap," 1976. The painting illustrates humans intruding on the
natural environment.

The tenspot portrays local celebrity Robyn Van En, founder
of Indian Life Farm in South Egremont. A proponent of small-
scale economically and environmentally sustainable agriculture, Van
En was in the forefront of the "community supported agriculture"



20 TWENTY BERKSHARES

Warner Friedman's painting "June"
graces the back of the 20 BerkShares
note, which depicts novelist Herman
Melville on face.
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movement in the United States prior to her death in 1997. "The
ten was a no-brainer," Isaacs reports, "Robin Van En, turnips, and a
wheat sheaf motif"

West Springfield still life artist Janet Rickus' painting graces
the 10 BerkShares note back. Born in 1949, she graduated from
Central Connecticut State University. She is attracted to the shape
and stability of her subject matter, the artist said. Selection and
arrangement belie the elegantly simplicity of her work. Her 10
BerkShares reverse design depicts her oil painting "Turnips on
Table," painted in 1996.

The twenty note shows novelist Herman Melville, who
wrote his masterpiece Moby Dick in Pittsfield. Melville could view
Mount Greylock from his study window, and the mountain is said
to have been inspiration for the white whale of the novel. Isaacs
calls the double sawbuck his favorite. "To me, Melville's the perfect
subject, and the image on the reverse has excellent graphic dynam-
ics. Here the motif is a well . . . of knowledge, we assume."

Geometric artist Warner Friedman, of Great Barrington,
designed the 20 BerkShares note. Born in 1935, he received an
engineering degree at Clarkson College and then an art education
at Cooper Union. Friedman's work combines his fascination with
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Joan Griswold's painting "Green
Shopfront" appears on the back of
the 50 BerkShares note. It's face
shows illustrator Norman Rockwell.

mathematic precision and an unconventional depiction of natural
landscape. The design of the 20 BerkShares note back is based on
Friedman's large acrylic painting "June," undertaken in 1999.

Norman Rockwell appears on the largest denomination, the
50 BerkShares. Rockwell was one of the most popular American
illustrators of the last century, creating more than 4,000 works,
including 321 covers for Saturday Evening Post. He spent his last
quarter century in Stockbridge, where his museum is now located.

Great Barrington painter Joan Griswold's work is depicted on
the back of the 50 BerkShares note. Born in 1954, Ms. Griswold
studied at Beloit College and Paris, France. Her work typically fea-
tures richly colored domestic scenes, what she calls "portraits with-
out people." She conducts weekly art classes in her community, and
serves on various art-oriented boards. Griswold's 50 Berkshares back
shows her large oil work "Green Shopfront," which she painted in
1998.

Opposite top: A consumer purchases BerkShares at his local bank for 90-cents on the dollar.

Opposite bottom: A coffee shop purchase utilizing BerkShares.
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